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Relaxation processes in an epoxy resin studied by time-resolved optical Kerr effect
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The dynamics of the epoxy resin phenyl glycidyl ether, a fragile glass-forming liquid, is investigated in the
liquid and supercooled phases by time-resolved optical Kerr effect experiment with an heterodyne detection
technique. We tested the mode-coupling theory and found that the predicted dynamic scenario allows to
reproduce properly the measured signal, fort.1 ps, in the whole temperature interval investigated. Further-
more, the values ofTc andl, obtained from the analysis of three different and independent dynamic regimes
(a regime, von Schweidler,b regime!, are in remarkable agreement. Moreover, relaxation times obtained from
optical Kerr effect and dielectric spectroscopy measurements are compared. The two time scales differ only for
a constant factor in the whole temperature interval investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Glass-forming systems can be supercooled below
melting temperature in a metastable liquid phase with
crystallizing. The principal feature of supercooled liquids
the strong slowing down of the structural relaxation proc
resulting from a temperature lowering. This phenomenon
quite huge near the liquid-glass transition temperatureTg ,
where the cooling causes a freezing of the structural dyn
ics in a glassy state. The microscopic mechanisms unde
ing the slowing down of the structural dynamics are now
days subject of a heated debate in condensed matter phy
In the last years the development of computational and
perimental techniques stimulated new theoretical@1–3# and
experimental works@4–9# in order to reach a deeper insig
on this argument, even if a complete knowledge is far to
achieved because of the complexity of this phenomen
From an experimental point of view, the main problem is
study the evolution of the dynamics measuring over the
tire range from times of the order of picoseconds to 100 s
which the glass transition conventionally takes place. On
other hand, none of the theories presented till now acco
for all the features characterizing the dynamics of sup
cooled liquids. In this scenario, more accurate predictions
the dynamics evolution and effective analytical formula
fitting the data are highly desirable. Moreover, it is importa
to perform experiments over the extremely wide time ran
typical of the dynamics of supercooled liquids, as well as
provide more accurate data for a reliable testing of the th
retical predictions. At the state of the art, dielectric spectr
copy, employing quasioptical submillimeter spectromet
besides more conventional frequency response analyze
the only technique that can cover the time interval of inter
@5#. Alternatively results from different experimental tec
niques can be combined to cover the widest dynam
range, provided that a careful analysis takes into accoun
difference among the sensed dynamic observables. How
although the matching of data provided by different tec
1063-651X/2002/66~1!/011502~12!/$20.00 66 0115
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niques is a difficult job, such an approach can greatly enr
the knowledge of the observed relaxation, helping also
stronger definition of the universal behavior of the sup
cooled state@10,11#.

In the middle of the 1980s a new theory, called mod
coupling theory~MCT! @1#, was proposed attempting to ex
plain the glass transition phenomenon from a purely dyna
cal point of view. The MCT originates from the solution of
set of nonlinear equations for the evolution of the correlat
of density fluctuationŝ r(t)r(0)&. In its simplest form,
called ‘‘idealized MCT,’’ the theory predicts a transition a
the critical temperatureTc from an ergodic dynamical regim
(T.Tc), where the correlator of density fluctuation deca
to zero, to a nonergodic regime (T,Tc), where the cor-
relator remains at a finite value. The theory, even in the id
version, describes in detail the dynamics of supercooled
uids in the moderately viscous regime where it predicts
existence of two different regions of relaxation (a and b
regime! and, as we will see later, accurate functional form
describing the evolution of the time correlator. Despite t
theory was formulated for the evolution of density fluctu
tions taking into account only translational degrees of fr
dom, in the last years several theoretical@12# and experimen-
tal works@4,7,13,14# tested with success the applicability o
the theory for density fluctuations involving even the m
lecular orientational degrees of freedom, as it happens
experiments based on optical Kerr effect.

The optical Kerr effect~OKE! spectroscopy techniqu
measures the evolution of the derivative of the correlat
function of dielectric susceptibility related to orientation
degrees of freedom. Based on a pump and probe pulsed
nique, it allows to measure the relaxation process directly
the time domain, covering a dynamical range from 100 fs
4 ns with a good signal to noise ratio. These characteris
make OKE spectroscopy particularly important in probi
the dynamics of liquids in the hardly supercooled phase
suitable to check directly in the time domain the dynam
evolution scenario predicted by the MCT@13#. Moreover, the
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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possibility of measuring relaxation times as long as hundr
of picosecond makes possible the comparison with relaxa
times measured by dielectric spectroscopy.

The comparison of experimental results obtained by
ferent techniques has been proved suitable for improving
knowledge on relaxation behavior of supercooled syste
@5,10,11# but here it is employed using OKE and dielectr
measurements on the same compound, the phenyl glyc
ether~PGE!. PGE is an epoxy resin that behaves as a fra
glass forming; the presence of the epoxy group and phen
rings makes this system particularly suitable for both diel
tric and optical study. Moreover, due to the relatively gre
value of fragility, it presents a huge increase in the relaxat
time as the temperature decreases resulting in a good sy
for testing the glass transition theories.

The present paper is organized in five sections. In Se
the MCT model is presented focusing on those element
interest for our test. Section III is devoted to the descript
of experimental procedure focusing on the connection
tween the measured signal and the correlation function of
susceptibilities and also on the description of the experim
tal apparatus. In Sec. IV we present the analysis and dis
sion of the results: in the first three parts of the section
present the check of the MCT while in the last part a co
parison with dielectric data is proposed. In Sec. V fina
some final remarks are added to the discussion.

II. MODE-COUPLING THEORY

Since many reviews and papers about mode-coup
theories@15# are present in literature, here we only rec
some results relevant for this work. The ‘‘idealized MCT
model is based on a number of coupled integro-differen
equations that define the evolution of the normalized den
fluctuations correlation functionsF(q,t). These equations
read

]2F~q,t !

]t2
1Vq

2F~q,t !1hq

]F~q,t !

]t

1Vq
2E

0

t

dt8mq~ t2t8!
]F~q,t8!

]t8
50, ~1!

whereVq
2 is a characteristic frequency of the system,hq is a

friction coefficient due to the contribution of the fast degre
of freedom, andmq(t) is the memory function that in the
hard-sphere model, also called ‘‘microscopic or full MCT
is written as a quadratic function of the density correlat
functions@16#. The memory function produces the couplin
between correlators characterized by different wave vec
q. The full MCT presents the asymptotic solutions that a
valid when the temperature is approachingTc , the critical
value. The asymptotic solutions predict some analytical fu
tions that describe the correlators relaxation. These funct
apply for all the correlators and theq dependence appea
only in the prefactor parameters and it does affect the m
relaxation features@16#. Since this work is concerning onl
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with a single wave vectorq;0 , see Sec. III A, we do no
report theq dependence in the following MCT predictions

The asymptotic solutions provide a two-step scenario
the relaxation dynamics: a short time region calledb regime,
that can be subdivided into the so-called ‘‘critical’’ regio
followed by the ‘‘von Schweidler’’~vS! one, and a long time
region calleda regime. The MCTb regime, also quoted a
b-fast regime, has different nature and features from thos
theb relaxation observed in the dielectric spectra, also ca
b-slow relaxation@5#. In both the vS anda regions the MCT
predicts that the density correlators should satisfy the t
temperature superposition principle~TTSP!.

HenceF(t), for any temperature, is described by a sing
functional form

Fa~ t !5 f cFa~ t/ta!, ~2!

where f c is the nonergodicity parameter andta is the
temperature-dependent time scale that follows this sca
law:

ta}~T2Tc!
2g. ~3!

In this equationTc is the ‘‘critical temperature’’ of the MCT
and g is a material-dependent parameter. TheTc and g are
key parameters for the analysis of MCT: in factTc defines
the temperature where the predicted ergodic-nonergodic t
sition takes place andg characterizes the relaxation pro
cesses present in the glass former.

In the long time part of thea regime the functionalFa
can be reproduced by the stretched-exponential funct
also called Kohlrausch-William-Watts~KWW!:

Fa~ t !5 f c exp@2~ t/ta!b#, ~4!

whereb is the stretching parameter andta is again the char-
acteristic relaxation time in this region. Bothf c and b are
temperature independent, whileta scales according to Eq.~3!.

The b regime, apart from the shorter time microscop
dynamics, is described by an universal relaxation functio

Fb~ t !5 f c1husu1/2gl~ t/ts!, ~5!

wheres5(Tc2T)/Tc , h is an amplitude factor, andts is a
second characteristic time scale. Thegl(t/ts) is a function
dependent only on the parameterl and is defined by the
scaling equation of motion@15,16#. The parametersf c andh
are temperature independent while the characteristic tim
described by a second scaling law:

ts}~T2Tc!
21/2a. ~6!

The parametersa and l are material dependent and, as w
will show in the following, they are unambiguously an
uniquely related withg. The scaling equation can be solve
analytically in the asymptotic limit,usu,1. The leading or-
der solutions are the ‘‘critical decay’’gl(t/ts)5(t/ts)21/2a

in the very short time regionV21!t,ts , and the vS decay
gl(t/ts)52B(t/ts)b in the following time regionts,t
!ta . The vS decay can be extended up to longer timet
2-2
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;ta , thanks to the next-to-leading order correction@16#,
hence, forts,t,ta , the density correlator can be describ
as

Fvs~ t !5 f c2hB~ t/ta!b@12K~ t/ta!b#. ~7!

Theb,B, andK parameters are temperature independent.
parametersb,a,g, and l can be related through the Eule
function G by the equations:g51/2a11/2b and l5@G(1
1a)#2/G(112a)5@G(11b)#2/G(112b).

An alternative solution of the scaling equation of motio
that applies in the wholeb region forV21!t!ta , can be
obtained by a numerical calculation. The calculatedgl(t)
and so the relative correlator, see Eq.~5!, are called the full
b-correlator solutions.

A different route for data interpretation is based on co
parison of the measured data with the complete soluti
obtained from schematic MCT models@17#. Recently Simio-
nesco and Krauzman@18# proposed a ‘‘two-correlators’
MCT model to fit light-scattering data of some glass form
in order to reproduce properly the spectra in the high f
quency region. Indeed, they have been able to fit the spe
features in a very accurate way, including the microsco
and boson peaks features where, vice versa, the ‘‘o
correlator’’ schematic MCT model partially failed. Neverth
less some of the approximations used in this model are
safely acceptable. A ‘‘slave-correlator’’ MCT model was su
gested by Sjo¨gren @19# for the description of tagged-particl
motion in a glassy environment, and successfully used
Franosch and co-workers@20# and by Go¨tze @21# to fit mea-
sured spectra of some fragile glass formers. The main ad
tage of these approaches is that they do not rely on the
plicability of asymptotic formulas and that all the results
crossover phenomena and preasymptotic corrections
logically included in agreement with the MCT. Furthermo
these theoretical models improve the analysis of the spe
allowing to extend the fitting time and temperature regio
but unfortunately they introduce several substantial num
cal and fitting complications. Nevertheless, some auth
find that the asymptotic formulas qualitatively give an a
equate description of the data@21,22#. In fact, the analysis of
light scattering data based on the MCT asymptotic soluti
or the two-correlators MCT model give substantially t
same value for the MCT parameters,l andTc .

The MCT was first formulated for correlation function o
the density fluctuations, see Eq.~1!, but it should also apply
for any observablex that has superposition with density flu
tuation, i.e.,̂ r(t)x(t8)&Þ0, @15,16#. Further in the last years
several theoretical@12# and experimental works@4,7,13,14#
proved with success the applicability of the theory to t
molecular orientational degrees of freedom. For this reaso
is significant to test the theory with measurements collec
by OKE experiment@13#.

Finally we would like to stress that MCT predicts a d
tailed relaxation pattern for the glass-former dynamics w
the parametersa,b,g, and l that are strongly related an
characterized by a defined temperature dependence. So
of MCT predictions on the experimental results is in o
opinion meaningful indeed.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Time-resolved optical Kerr effect experiment with optical-
heterodyne detection

In a transient OKE experiment, an excitation~or pump!
polarized laser pulseEex induces an optical anisotropy in th
sample. The relaxation towards the equilibrium of the
duced birefringence is probed through the polarizat
change of a second polarized laser pulseEpr that propagates
in the liquid nearly in the same direction of the excitin
beam. Increasing the temporal delay between the excita
and the probing pulses allows to measure the relaxation
the induced anisotropy directly in the time domain. In o
experiment, the intensity of the depolarized components
the probe beam, which represents the signal fieldEs , is re-
vealed through a heterodyne detection scheme. In this c
figuration Es interferes on the detector with an extra fiel
called local fieldEloc . TheEloc is generated byEpr and it is
directly proportional to it. The detected intensity is the su
of three contributions: the intensity ofEloc , the homodyne
contribution, and the heterodyne one. The heterodyne t
~HD! is the interesting signal in this experiment and it can
written as@23#

SHD~t!}2ReS ihE
2`

1`

dtUEpr~ t2t!U2E
2`

1`

dt8R~ t

2t8!UEex~ t8!U2D , ~8!

whereh is a complex constant that depends on the wayEloc
is generated~see Sec. III B! andR(t) is the response function
of the system.

The response of the system is directly related to the c
relation function of the dielectric constant («xy) of the liquid
@24,25#

R~q,t2t8!}2
u~ t2t8!

KBT

]

]t
^«xy~2q,t8!«xy~q,t !&, ~9!

whereKB is the Boltzmann constant,T is the temperature
u(t) the Heaviside step function, andq is the wave vector
characterizing the spatial modulation of the anisotropy. T
induced anisotropy is characterized by a wave vector tha
almost zero (q;0). When the exciting and probing pulse
duration is short~in our experiment 50 fs! compared to the
characteristic response time of the system, the heterod
signal is proportional to the response function of the syst
SHD(t)}R(t). So the HD-OKE technique measures the m
terial response function directly in the time domain and
cording to the Eq.~9!

SHD~ t !}2
1

T

]

]t
F««~ t !, ~10!

whereF«« is the correlation function of dielectric constan
2-3
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B. Laser system and optical setup

The laser system used for the HD-OKE experiment
composed of a Kerr lens mode-locked Ti:Sapphire oscilla
and a chirped pulse amplification system@26#. The amplifi-
cation system is a regenerative Ti:Sapphire cavity pum
by a Nd-YLF ~yttrium lithium fluoride! laser, it delivers
500 mJ, 50-fs pulses at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. In t
experimental setup, see Fig. 1, the laser beam is divided
the exciting and the probing beam~about 80%-20%! by a
beam splitter BS1. The exciting beam arrives directly on
sample passing through a polarizerP0; the probing beam
goes through an optical delay line controlled by a compu
then it is splitted~BS2! generating the so-called referen
beam and finally it arrives to the sample through a polari
P1 that selects the direction of polarization (45° respec
the pump beam!. Both theEex and Epr are directed on the
sample by a 600-mm focal length lensL1 that realizes the
spatial superposition of the two pulses. A polarizerP2
crossed respect toP1 is placed after the sample; a wide ba
l/4 plate is placed betweenP1 and the sample and adjuste
for minimum leakage of theP2 polarizer in presence of th
sample and ofL1. Eloc used for the heterodyne detection
generated by a small rotation of thel/4 plate~in our experi-
ment the rotation is of an angle«;3°) and it is proportional
to the probe field:Eloc5hEpr . In this configuration theh
constant that appears in the heterodyne term, see Eq.~8!, is
h5«1 i« @23#. Actually this experimental procedure pro

FIG. 1. Experimental setup used for OKE measurement. B
and BS2, beam splitters;P0, P1, andP2, Glann-laser polarizers
L1 andL2, quartz lenses;F, optical cleavage; ND, variable neutra
density filter; DA, differential amplifier; ODL, optical delay line.
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duces both a birefringent and a dichroic contribution. Inde
the dichroic signal is very small and it can be safely n
glected@27#.

The signal, so generated, contains three terms: a con
intensity produced byEloc , a homodyneSHO , and a hetero-
dyne termSHD . To eliminate the first constant term the si
nal is revealed through a differential photodiodes syste
one diodeD1 measures the whole signal coming from t
sample; the other diodeD2 is balanced with the referenc
beam to compensate theEloc intensity. The output of the
differential is set to zero, in absence of the pump beam,
means of a continuously variable neutral density filter plac
in front of D2 diode. A boxcar gated integrator, synchroniz
to a mechanical chopper placed on the exciting beam,
lects the output of the differential diode amplifier allowin
an automatic subtraction of the other backgrounds presen
the signal. The homodyne contribution is eliminated by su
tracting two different measurements taken with opposite
rection of the rotation of thel/4 plate. In fact, these two
measurements are characterized by positive terms forSHO
and by theSHD signal with opposite signs. A set of calibrate
neutral density filters were used in order to increase the
namic range of the apparatus.

C. Data collection

The HD-OKE data are composed by a number of tim
points corresponding to the scan of the optical delay li
The present data have from 1800~high! to 2500 ~low-
temperature data! time-points. For each time point the sign
intensity is the average over 500 laser pulses. The wide
perimental time window is collected with three differe
scans composed of time points spaced in different way: fr
0 ps to 4 ps we use a time step of 5 fs, from 2 ps to 18 ps
use a time-step of 10 fs, and for the remaining time wind
a logarithmic time step. The scans are matched to rebui
single data, using an extreme attention to the signal con
tency in the overlapping time regions. We used laser pu
of different energy and temporal length to optimize the sig
intensity: pump pulses of 50 fs and 1.2mJ ~transform lim-
ited! are employed in the short scan and pump pulses of 1
and 12 mJ ~chirped! in the long scan. With longer lase
pulses it is possible to transfer a larger quantity of energy
the system without increase the instantaneous intensity o
pulse. The signal is then characterized by a better sig
noise ratio that allows to reach longer temporal region, as
can see in Fig. 2. Using the heterodyne detection
stretched pulses more than five intensity decades and m
than six temporal decades signals are detected.

PGE sample~Fig. 3!, provided from Aldrich with a purity
greater than 99%, was used without further purifying. T
sample was placed in a 2-mm-thick quartz cell of very go
optical quality. The temperature was controlled by a cryos
system within60.1 K.

The HD-OKE data on PGE sample are collected in
temperature interval 265.3 K–352.5 K. In Fig. 3 we rep
all the experimental data normalized to the instantane
electronic response peak.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

OKE measurements show clearly three different tempo
regions~Fig. 3!: the first one (;02200 fs) is characterized

1

2-4
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by an instantaneous response that has to be mainly addre
to the electronic dynamics, the second one~from ;200 fs to
about 100 ps depending on temperature! where the respons
is weakly dependent on temperature, and the third reg
where the signal exhibits a slow relaxation strongly dep
dent on temperature. In the first picoseconds, OKE meas
ments show the presence of the oscillatory dynamics du
intramolecular vibrational degrees of freedom, correspo
ing to Raman frequencies:y>245 cm21 and 332 cm21. As
we have seen in Sec. II, the MCT predictions concern
correlation function behavior, while OKE measurements
proportional to the system response function, i.e., to the t
derivative of the correlation function of the dielectric co
stant@Eq. 10#. So, in order to check the MCT predictions, th
OKE data have to be compared with the derivative of

FIG. 2. Heterodyne detected OKE signals (R in arbitrary unit!
of PGE at 322.9 K represented in a semilogarithmic plot. The c
tinuous line represents a measurement performed with 50-fs pu
the dotted line is the measurement with 1-ps pulses.

FIG. 3. Bilogarithmic plot of OKE signals vs timet of PGE for
the temperatures: 265.3, 273.8, 283.5, 293.1, 303.4, 312.9, 3
333.4, 343.0, and 352.5 K.
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MCT functional. In theb region the response function mu
be reproduced by the time derivative of Eq.~5!, that is,

Rb~ t !52
xs

T

]gl~ t/ts!

]~ t/ts!
, ~11!

where xs5husu1/2ts
21}(T2Tc)

(a11)/2a. In the a region
R(t) should be the time derivative of Eq.~2!:

Ra~ t !52
xa

T

]

]~ t/ta!
Fa~ t/ta!, ~12!

wherexa} f cta
21}(T2Tc)

g. Also in the last part of thea
regime the MCT theory predicts an analytical form of t
correlator, the KWW law@Eq. 4#, so the response functio
becomes

Ra~ t !} f cS b

ta
D S t

ta
D b21

exp@2~ t/ta!b#. ~13!

In the vS time region the MCT predicts vS law@Eq. ~7!# that
gives the following response function:

Rvs~ t !}B1tb211B2t2b21, ~14!

where B15hBb/ta
b and B2522hBKb/ta

2b with reference
to notation of Eq.~7!.

One difficulty of testing the MCT predictions is to esta
lish the temporal range of validity of thea andb regime. To
overcome this difficulty we used the following procedur
First we tested the existence of a temporal region in ag
ment with the TTSP: in doing this we have superimposed
final part of each curve by scaling them by an amplitude a
a temporal factor. In this way it was possible to find t
values of the amplitude factorxa and of the scaling timeta .
Within the region of validity of the TTSP we fitted eac
experimental curve toRa(t) @Eq. ~13!#. The temporal win-
dow has been selected to optimize the fit quality and the b
values of the parameters were found through a least sq
fitting based on a Levenberg-Marquardt method. To rep
duce the experimental curve in the faster temporal reg
limited at long times by the validity of the KWW law, we
tested the validity of the vS law with the next-to-leadin
order correction@Eq. ~14!#. As before, the fit time interva
was chosen to optimize the fit quality. From vS fit it has be
possible to obtain the values of the amplitude parametersB1
andB2 and of the exponentb that is connected to exponen
tial parameterl.

The analysis of the first picoseconds OKE measureme
is troubled by presence of intramolecular oscillations t
prevents a safe and independent test of the critical deca
this time region. In order to extend signal analysis to the f
time region we used the MCT fullb correlator, Eq.~5!.
Using a calculus program we produce a numerical cu
equivalent to the derivative of @Fb(t)2 f c#5
1h8usu1/2gl(t8). The program, for any value of the inpu
parameters (l andTc), gives numerical curve where the tim
t8 and amplitudeh8 scale are in arbitrary units and they ha
to be normalized to the experimental scales. So compa

-
es,

.9,
2-5
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the full b-correlator curves to the OKE data we found t
parametersxs andts for each temperature and hence fro
their scaling law the value ofl andTc . Finally we compared
the values ofl andTc found from the different analysis (a
regime, vS regime, and fullb correlator!.

A. Master plot and time temperature superposition principle

The first objective of the analysis was to check the TT
and to define the temporal region where it applies. We h
rescaled all the OKE signals, corresponding to different te
peratures, in time and amplitude on 265.3 K signal, which
the lowest measured temperature. As we can see in Fig.
the signals rescale onto a master curve. The time sca
factors have been subsequently multiplied byta obtained
from the KWW fit of the 265.3 K curve in order to get th
real values of thea-relaxation times. The scaling procedu
allows to get the amplitudexa and the timeta scales of the
a regime, see Eq.~12!, and it turns out to be a precise pro
cedure thanks to the signal-noise ratio. Fromxa andta we
can calculate the value of a parameter proportional tof c ; in
fact from Eq.~12! f c}xataT. Errors affectingta were com-
puted propagating the error of the corresponding sca
temporal factor with that of the value ofta of the curve at
265.3 K, while that off c is computed from the errors of th
two scaling factors.

The values of the relaxation timeta are presented in Fig
5~b! in a linearized plot with the relative fit according to E
3. The theoretical curve well reproduces experimental d
by yielding Tc5(22963) K and g52.660.2 correspond-
ing to l50.7660.04. Also in some other molecular gla
formers it was found that the MCT describes the tempera
dependence ofta in the moderately viscous regime at hig
temperature@7,5,13#.

In Fig. 5~a! the calculated values off c are presented
Though they are scattered they do not present a real t
and assuming, as expected from the theory, a constant v

FIG. 4. Bilogarithmic plot representing the master plot of OK
data obtained by scaling the time and amplitude of each signals
the signals are superimposed, in the long time region, taking
reference the measurement at 265.3 K.
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it is possible to calculate its mean value:f c5106611 ~one
standard deviation is taken as error!. In a previous analysis o
OKE measurements ofm toluidine @13# it was found thatf c
becomes larger as temperature decreases. Deviation from
prediction of the MCT was found in the analysis of dielect
data and polarized Brillouin light scattering on propyle
carbonate but the same authors move some doubts a
their evaluation off c @21,28#. However, in recent analysis o
polarized Brillouin light-scattering analysis ofm toluidine
and toluene a temperature-independent value off c was found
for T.Tc @22,29#.

B. Slow dynamics and the MCTa regime

The second step of the analysis was testing the KWW
the long time relaxation region. The derivative of the KW
law @Eq. ~13!# well reproduces the experimental curves in t
long times region as we can see in Fig. 6 where four of th
are represented with respective fit in a log-log plot. It
important to note that this fitting procedure is independ

ll
as

FIG. 5. ~a! Plot of the nonergodicity factorf c ~squares! vs tem-
peratureT obtained from the time temperature superposition pr
ciple. ~b! Plot of ta ~squares! vs temperatureT as deduced from the
scaling procedure~see text!. The continuous line represents the lin
ear fit according to the scaling law Eq.~3! while the dashed one is
its extrapolation down toTc . The errors are not reported becau
they are smaller than the symbols.
2-6
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from the verification of the TTSP and then it is a seco
independent test of thea regime of the MCT. Thanks to the
good signal-noise ratio it was possible to extract the val
of f c ,ta , andb for each temperature. In Table I we prese
the values ofta and f c as obtained from the fit and from th
scaling procedure of the master plot and also the valuesb
from the fit.

As we can see from Table I the parameterb does not
present any temperature dependence: in fact, though
spread is wide, all the values, except that at 333.4 K,
consistent with each other in the error bar. The mean valu
this set of data resultsb50.91. The temperature indepe
dence ofb is in agreement with the MCT and it is a nece
sary condition to thea-relaxation process to obey the TTS
Also in the previous OKE study onm toluidine @13# and
light-scattering studies of toluene and propylene carbona
constant value ofb was found@28,22#. However, in other
cases analysis of dielectric or light-scattering measurem
performed in the frequency domain reveals an increase ob

TABLE I. Values of the parameters related to the MCTa re-
gime as from the fit with the derivative of the KWW~last three
columns! and from the master plot scaling procedure~second and
third columns!.

T (K) f c (a.u.) ta (ps) fc (a.u.) ta (ps) b

265.3 11669 610641 12568 588625 0.8860.04
273.8 11767 371634 12065 373611 0.9360.03
283.5 10862 21867 11363 21867 0.9260.02
293.1 10665 13569 10863 13664 0.9260.01
303.4 10167 9267 10363 9663 0.9060.02
312.9 10467 6864 11063 6962 0.9360.03
322.9 8165 4864 8463 5062 0.9360.02
333.4 11569 3963 11767 3862 0.8760.02
343.0 111614 3364 11763 3262 0.9060.02
352.5 10568 2562 10267 2762 0.9360.03

FIG. 6. Plot of the long time region of the OKE signals with th
corresponding fit with the KWW law. From top to bottom th
curves correspond to 352.5, 312.9, 393.1, and 265.3 K.
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with T @5,29,30# with a tendency to almost saturate at a c
tain value at high temperature. Finally it is noteworthy
note that recently some photocorrelation measurements
PGE were published corresponding to a temperature ra
below 211 K, i.e., belowTc @31#. Even at this low tempera
ture the long time region of the relaxation process can
fitted to a stretched exponential law with a constant
lower value of the parameterb. The difference in theb
value obtained from OKE and photocorrelation measu
ments can be ascribed to the different experimental te
niques used or to the two different temperature interval
vestigated, which could be separated by a temperature re
characterized by a decreasing ofb. Some further studying
would be necessary to choose between these two poss
ties.

The values off c are presented in Fig. 7~a!: it is peculiar to
note that nearly the same spread is present in the set of
ues of f c obtained both from the master plot@Fig. 5~a!# and
the fit. This evidence seems to reveal a slight dependenc
the parameter from the temperature. However the accu
of the values does not allow to confirm this hypothesis.
fact, while the values at lower temperatures seems to pre
a linear increase we must note that the increasing over
whole temperature range is only of 6.8% that is of the sa
order of the error of the value at higher temperatures. We
conclude that according to the experimental uncertaintyf c
presents no temperature dependence in this region as
dicted from the theory. The mean value obtained from the
is f c5110612 and it is consistent with that obtained fro
the master plot.

Finally the characteristic timesta obtained from the fit
give a second test of the scaling law provided for by t
MCT. As we can see in the Table I these values of the rel
ation time are very similar to those obtained from the mas
plot scaling procedure as expected from the theory. Only
values at 265.3 K disagree in a more pronounced way tho
they are consistent in the error bar. However, we must n
that the measurement at this temperature is on the limit
the time window of the experiment and this fact results in
less good evaluation of the timeta as evident from the grea
error assigned to it. Values ofta(T) from the KWW function
were fitted to Eq. 3 that led toTc5(22765) K and g
52.760.2 corresponding tol50.7860.04 @Fig. 7~b!#. All
these values of the parameters are completely consistent
those found by the master plot. This is an important proof
consistency because though the master plot gives less pr
values ofta , it is a fitting independent and simple method
obtainingta .

C. Fast dynamics and the MCTb regime

In the intermediate time region we fitted the signal to t
vS law with the next-to-leading-order correction@Eq. ~14!#.
In Fig. 8 four measurements with related fitting curves a
represented; we can note that the vS law reproduces a
poral region that increases with decreasing temperat
From a least square fitting procedure we extracted the va
of the parameters. The parameterb presents a set of value
scattered around the mean valueb50.5960.03 that corre-
2-7
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sponds tol50.7360.02. This value is in good agreeme
with that obtained from thea-regime analysis. Moreover
from the amplitude parametersB1 andB2 we can extract the
values of the second-order correction parameterK, in fact
K52B2 /B1ta

b @Eq. ~14!#. In this calculation we have use
the values ofta obtained from the fit with the KWW law and
b from the previous analysis. This procedure gives value
K affected by a great error but at the moment this is the o
experimental method to obtain theK parameter. We find, in
the experimental uncertainty, no temperature dependenc
theK parameter@Fig. 9# as predicted from MCT theory. Th
mean value from this analysis isK50.2760.03 that is in
agreement with the value of the same parameter as fro
previous work on them-toluidine @13#.

Finally a deeper analysis of the fast time region has b
performed using the MCT fullb correlator. We used a cal
culus program to produce numerical curves equivalent to
time derivative of theb correlator. For each couple ofl and
Tc parameters the program produces a family of numer
curves each of them defined by the experimental tempera

FIG. 7. ~a! Plot of the nonergodicity factorf c ~squares! vs tem-
peratureT. The values off c are obtained from the fitting procedur
employed with the derivative of the KWW law.~b! Linearized plot
of ta ~squares! vs temperatureT with the correspondent fit accord
ing to the scaling law, Eq.~3!. The dashed line represents the e
trapolation of the fit down toTc . The errors are not reported be
cause they are smaller than the symbols.
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T. These curves should reproduce the experimental data a
from an amplitude and a temporal factor independent of
temperature. With the OKE data this was only partly po
sible: indeed we found a single temporal factor, valid for
temperatures, but the amplitude factor has to be varied
each temperature. Finally we have chosen the
b-correlator curves corresponding to an unique value ol
and Tc , that are able to reproduce the largest number
experimental data in the widest temporal range. From
analysis we found that according to our judgementl50.73
and Tc5230 K give the best fit. However, curves relativ
to l50.76 andTc5230 K and l50.69 andTc5233 K
also fit the experimental data but in a shorter temporal
gion. Since this analysis is not based on a least square fi
procedure it is not easy to choose the best values for
parameters, nevertheless we estimated a 5.4% error fo
exponential parameter (l50.7360.04) and a 1.3% error fo
the critical temperature (Tc523063K). As we can see in

FIG. 8. Plot of the intermediate region of the OKE signal for t
temperature 352.5, 312.9, 293.1, and 265.3 K with the corresp
dent fit according the vS law.

FIG. 9. Values of the amplitude parameterK of the next-to-
leading-order correction of the vS law@see Eq.~7!#.
2-8
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Fig. 10~a! the fit with the full b correlator is fairly good in
the temperature range from 265.3 K to 303.4 K while t
accordance is less reasonable on the upper temperature
ticularly for T.322.9 K@Fig. 10~b!#. On the other hand the
MCT predicts the fullb correlator as a law effective in
temperature region nearTc while these last three curves co
respond to measurements at temperature more than 10
higher than the critical temperature@ u(Tc2T)/Tcu.0.45#.
So it does not surprise if the predictions of the theory are
verified for the high-temperature range. Furthermore,
note that the fullb correlator superimpose to the vS law on
in the measurements corresponding to lower temperat
(T,293.1 K). The values found forl and Tc are in very
good agreement with those obtained from the analysis of
long time (a region! and intermediate time~vS region! re-
gions. As we already explained the scaling procedure of
full b correlator needed one temporal rescaling factor o
but different amplitude factors. However, calculating the n

FIG. 10. Bilogarithmic plot of the short time region of OK
signals with the fit according to the derivative of the fu
b-correlator function~continuous line! for temperature from 265.3
to 303.4 K@panel~a!# and for temperature from 312.9 to 352.5
@panel~b!#. In panel~a! we can note a good superposition betwe
experimental and theoretical curves, while for the curves in pa
~b! the agreement is less reasonable.
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amplitudesxs of theb correlator for each measurement wi
temperatureT,322.9 K, we can still represent them in
linearized plot,xs

2a/(a11) vs T @Fig. 11#, by using the value
a50.31 corresponding tol50.73. The best value ofTc that
allows to reproduce by a linear fit isTc5233 K @continuous
line in Fig. 11#, which is greater than those found in th
previous analysis. Indeed, as we showed, the fullb cor-
relator is not able to reproduce properly the experimen
curves forT.303.4 K and so we tried to fit only the value
of xs

2a/(a11) up to this temperature. The new linear fit give
Tc5230 K @dashed line in Fig. 11#, which is in reasonable
agreement with that found from the analysis of thea region.
The agreement of the various values ofl found from the
analysis of the different temporal regions proves the relia
ity of the connection between the parameters characteri
the long time regiong and the vS regionb and their depen-
dence from the unique parameterl.

D. Comparison between results obtained by OKE and by
dielectric spectroscopy

Comparison between experimental results obtained
different spectroscopic techniques can improve the und
standing of glass-former dynamics. Several studies alre
exist on this subject but, unlike its importance, the gene
scenario is still unclear. The difficulty of this kind of analys
originates both from considering data that often coverdiff
ent spectral ranges and from the fact that the dynamics of
system is investigated by different probes. The present st
to the best of our knowledge, is the first attempt of perfor
ing such a comparison between OKE and dielectric meas
ments. There are two main difficulties in the present co
parison: the data are collected in different doma
~frequency and time!; both techniques measure collective r

el

FIG. 11. Values of the amplitude parameterxs vs temperatureT
as obtained from the fit with the fullb correlator~see text!. The
values are represented in a linearized plot. Only the values foT
,322.9 K are shown. Two fits are presented~straight lines!: the
first one is over the whole temperature range (Tc5233 K) while
the second one is performed on data forT,303.4 K (Tc

5230 K). The dashed and the dotted lines represent the extrap
tion of the curve fit down toTc .
2-9
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orientation times but these are related to different correla
functions characterized by different orders of the Legen
polynomials. Nevertheless a comparison between the cha
teristic time scales, obtained by these two techniques, c
indicate the consistency of the relaxation processes.

Dielectric measurements on PGE were carried out us
the frequency domain reflectometry technique. The meas
ments were carried out on the frequency interval betw
100 kHz and 30 GHz at temperatures between 353.1 K
245.6 K. We employed two different experimental appa
tuses: the network analyzer HP8753ES withC0>3.5 pF
was employed in the frequency ranges 53104 Hz–1.8
3109 Hz and the network analyzer HP8722D withC0

>0.15 pF in the range 53107 Hz–431010 Hz. More de-
tails about experimental apparatuses are elsewhere rep
@32#. In the investigated temperature range, the spectra o
dielectric constant« clearly show the presence of the stru
tural relaxationa which shifts towards lower frequencies a
temperature decreases, according to the behavior of the
tical measurements. Indeed, our dielectric spectral ran
even covering more than 6 decades, does not allow to re
the high frequency region that corresponds to theb region
predicted by the MCT. The experimental curves were fit
to the phenomenological Cole Davidson function@33# «(v)
2«`5D«/@11( ivta

cd)bcd#, where«` is the high frequency
limit of «(v),bcd is a shape parameter,D« is the relaxation
strength, andta

cd is the characteristic time of the relaxatio
The complete analysis of the dielectric parameters is bey
the aim of the present paper and will be presented in a fo
coming paper.

In order to connect the dielectric and OKE results
transformed the dielectric relaxation timeta

cd , measured in
the frequency domain, into the corresponding decay timeta
of the KWW function using an appropriate numerical re
tion @34#. By comparing the transformed dielectric relaxati
times with OKE ones, we found the former to be apprecia
shorter than the latter@Fig. 12~a!#. Nevertheless the tempera
ture dependence of the two parameters is almost the s
which would confirm that the two techniques detect the sa
structural process. In fact, we get a good superposition of
two time scales rescaling the OKE relaxation times by
temperature independent factor,J50.58. This superposition
applies in the whole temperature range where data from b
the techniques are available@Fig. 12~b!#.

The Debye rotational diffusion model makes precise p
dictions about the dynamical properties of a symmetric-
molecule diffusing through a Brownian rotational motio
@35#. In particular it predicts that the rotational correlatio
function relaxes exponentially with a relaxation time defin
by the order of the Legendre polynomial. According
strong approximations, the dielectric response can be c
nected with the first-order Legendre polynomial and
OKE to the second-order Legendre polynomial. Followi
the Debye model we should findtdiel /toke53, but this pre-
diction is not supported by our experiments since we fi
tdiel /toke50.58. A different model for the rotational dynam
ics of a symmetric-top molecule has been made by Iva
@36#, describing the process as a continuous jump proc
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According to this theoretical model the ratio of the two tim
scales should betdiel /toke51. So again our experiment doe
not support the model. However these disagreements do
surprise, since the approximations used in these theore
models are indeed too strong.

Furthermore, our findings about the comparison betw
dielectric and optical characteristic time scales qualitativ
agree with previous light-scattering and dielectric expe
ments on polystyrene and diglycidyl ether of bisphenoA
~DGEBA! @11,37#. Comezet al. @11# proposed to single ou
the cause of such behavior in the different microscopic pr
that allows the determination of the dielectric and of t
optical measurements, namely, for DGEBA~and also for
PGE!, the epoxy ring and the aromatic ring, respectively.
particular, they suggested that the different sizes of such
lecular subunits cancorrespond to a difference of the ef
tive hydrodynamic volumeVh , which enters in the Debye
Stokes-Einstein~DSE! equation,

t5Vhh/kT,

whereh is the shear viscosity of the system. Consequen
one obtains different relaxation times for the response fu

FIG. 12. ~a! Plot of OKE ~up triangle! and dielectric~open
circle! ta vs temperatureT. We note that the former are larger tha
the latter.~b! Plot of rescaled values of thetoke ~up triangle! and
values of the dielectric time~open circle!. We can note that the two
time scales superimpose by scaling for a constant factor~0.58!.
2-10
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RELAXATION PROCESSES IN AN EPOXY RESIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 011502 ~2002!
tion of the two observables@11#. In particular, for light-
scattering and dielectric relaxation time of DGEBA th
found an almost constant factorJ50.13 between the two
time scales in a restricted temperature range extending a
Tc.1.2 Tg . The authors speculated that approachingTg the
hydrodynamic volume characteristic of the dipolar orien
tion remains constant, which was supported by the valid
of the DSE equation for DGEBA, in a temperature interv
of more than 100 K. On the contrary, the optical effecti
volume could decrease with decreasing temperature, d
mining the approach of the dielectric and optical charac
istic time scales observed for DGEBA for temperatureT
,1.2Tg . This fact cannot be verified on PGE, due to the le
broad temperature interval where the OKE time scale h
been measured.

V. SUMMARY AND FINAL REMARKS

In this paper we have presented measurements of th
refringence relaxation carried out by OKE experiment an
test of the idealized MCT. We have also compared the c
acteristic times of thea-relaxation process present in OK
measurements with those of the structural process of die
tric spectra. The use of picosecond pulses and of the he
dyne detection system in the OKE experiment allowed m
suring the relaxation processes over a large temporal win
till 4 ns with a good signal-noise ratio. So it has been p
sible to test the MCT in a wide temperature interval cover
the liquid and supercooled region.

As we have seen in Sec. IV OKE signal presents th
temporal region. We showed that the functional forms p
dicted by the idealized MCT~full b correlator, vS next-to-
leading-order corrected and KWW laws! reproduce the sig-
nal in the whole time region, from about 1 ps, almost for
the temperatures investigated. Only the microscopic dyn
ics due to electronic response of the system and to the e
tation of internal degrees of freedom cannot be reprodu
since the idealized MCT does not include such degree
freedom. As an example of the ability of the theory to rep
duce experimental data, in Fig. 13 we show the OKE sig
at 273.8 K and the corresponding fitting curves. From
data analysis we obtained, for each temperature, the va
of the parameters characterizing the relaxation processe
particular, from the TTSP and from the KWW fits we o
tained agreeing values ofta and f c , whose temperature de
pendence is well predicted by the MCT. Moreover t
stretching parameterb does not depend on temperature as
is provided by the theory and as it is required for the valid
of the TTSP. The vS fit gives us values ofb and of the
amplitude parameterK independent from temperature as it
stated from MCT. It is noteworthy that until now this is th
second experimental measurement ofK parameter and the
two available K values, corresponding to different gla
formers, are substantially identical. These preliminary res
suggest a very slight dependence ofK from the molecular
properties of the glass former. Finally we also noted t
b-correlator solution applies in a shorter temperature ra
than the TTSP. We performed the data analysis using dif
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ent checks of the MCT: the TTSP and the KWW law in t
long times relaxation region, the fullb correlator in the fast
times region. So we extracted in three independent ways
characteristic parameters of the MCT theory:l and Tc .
Their values are reported in Table II: they are in very go
agreement. This is indeed a severe check of consistenc
MCT that has been completely passed in the present wo

Here a comparison of structural relaxation measured
OKE and dielectric spectroscopy is presented. In a wide te
perature region, aboveTc , we found the structural relaxatio
timesta of optical processes larger than the dielectric on
Nevertheless the temperature dependence of these two s
relaxation times is substantially identical, in fact it is po
sible to superimpose them by a temperature-independent
tor. These results suggest the presence of a unique slow
down effects that shows up on different time scal
depending on the observable probed. So concerning the
dynamics, the present work is confirming a universal asp
of the structural relaxation properties. Undoubtedly, the co
parison between results obtained by different experime
techniques is a very interesting topic that only recen
started to be systematically studied. However, this is a v
complex issue that needs many further theoretical and
perimental works in order to give a complete understandi

TABLE II. Values of the characteristic parameters of the theo
as from the master plot scaling procedure, the fit with the deriva
of the KWW, and the fit with the derivative of the fullb correlator.

TTSP KWW Full b correlator

Tc (K) 22963 22765 23063

l 0.7660.04 0.7860.04 0.7360.04

FIG. 13. Bilogarithmic plot of the OKE signal at 273.8 K v
time t and of the corresponding fit according to MCT laws: t
derivative of the fullb correlator~dashed line!, the derivative of vS
law ~dotted line!, and the derivative of the KWW law~dashed-
dotted line!.
2-11
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